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Sit down to afternoon tea with The Collectible Teapot & Tea Calendar, celebrating the cherished

tradition with a dozen rare and vintage teapots photographed in charming teatime settings. From its

depiction of an 18th-century Valentine scene to a table set with WedgwoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Egyptian-style teaware, this beloved calendar is a nostalgic treat. Accompanying the photographs

are tidbits of history and lore by Annabel Freyberg, writer at The World of Interiors.
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Martin Brigdale is a well-known British photographer specializing in food. He has photographed

many cookbooks in England and the Untied States, including Foods of Greece, The Mediterranean

Pantry, Michel Roux Desserts, and French Country Cooking. He is an enthusiastic home cook and

loves to travel.

This series has graced my kitchen for many years, and I always look forward to displaying the

beautiful images in this calendar. Each month features a classic teapot from tea company archives

or a private collection, perfectly staged with flowers, food, and appropriate historic details. Most of

these are formal, but the calendar usually includes a few exceptions -- perhaps a child's tea or a

"below-stairs" cook's tea, all presented with the same care. Every corresponding calendar page

below the photo offers a charming quote and an informative paragraph about tea service or trade.

All in all, it's a beauty and a bargain. Simply looking at the pictures provides a satisfying sense of

well-being, a respite from everyday chores and obligations. It's almost as good as sitting down in the



scene myself.

My wife ordered this for the teapot theme. She never noticed it was a 2014 calendar.

I have been buying this calendar from Workman for many years. It never disappoints and is full of

beautiful photos and wonderful historical commentary. As a tea lover - I thoroughly this calendar.

I have been using the teapot calendar for years and look forward to the new version every January!

The photographs of teapot 'scenes' are breathtaking and there is interesting information printed for

each month's theme. The quality of the photos is stellar and the calendar squares for each day

provide plenty room to note birthdays, appointments, etc. The calendar is made of high-quality

paper that has a nice feel to it (not cheaply made like some calendars). I hang my calendar on a

brass hook on the inside of my pantry door. I also send this calendar to my friend for her December

birthday--she loves it!

I have purchased this calendar every year. The calendar used to include a collection of postcards

and recently they stopped including them but no matter, I still love this calendar. I have learned so

much about different types and styles of teapot over the years and it includes photos of teapots that

are so rare I would never have an opportunity to see them otherwise. Recipes and tea quotes are

also included and I cannot say enough great stuff about this calendar. I will continue to buy one for

as long as they sell them!

Beautiful pictures--fun, elaborate, gorgeous glossy images printed on great paper. Love all the tea

anecdotes, trivia and historical info. A must-have for your favorite tea lover.

I have bought the Collectible Teapot calendars for several years. In addition to the photo pages of

twelve vintage and rare teapots and their accompanying cups, each calendar page contains a

quote, information about the pot/cups pictured, and other interesting information about various tea

cakes and accessories. The photographs are beautiful. Anyone who enjoys a good cup of tea, or

who is interested in vintage items, would love this calendar.

This calendar is beautiful, elegant and will improve the decoration of any wall you put it on. I highly

recommend it. Thank you.
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